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T H E STALL CARVINGS I N T H E C H U R C H O F 
ST. MARY OE C H A R I T Y , F A V E R S H A M 

BY G. O. DRTJOE, F.S.A. 

AMONG the references in the volumes of Archceologia Cantiana 
relating to Faversham Church there does not appear to be 
any mention of the stalls in the chancel and theh carvings ; 
yet upon both misericords and elbows there are to be seen 
subjects of considerable interest. Enquiry into the past 
history of these staUs has been unproductive, but there 
seems a possibility that the greater part of them came 
from Faversham Abbey. On the suppression of the religious 
houses the removal of theh church furniture to one or more 
neighbouring parish churches was usual, and it resulted in 
the preservation of many pieces to our time. For instance, 
parts of stalls and misericords from the coUegiate church of 
Fotheringhay found homes in the neighbouring churches 
of Tansor, Benefield and Hemington; and the fine set in 
Godmanchester church may simUarly have come from 
Ramsey Abbey. On the other hand, the staUs with theh 
misericords of the fourteenth century at Wingham in our 
own county seem to have remained in the coUegiate church 
aU through. 

The staUs at present in Faversham church are sixteen 
in number, eight on each side, and in construction do not 
present any special features. They have the usual arms 
with carved elbows and misericord seats. In 1874, when 
restoration work was carried out under Mr. Euan Christian's 
direction, the stalls were overhauled and new ones inserted. 
There was much patching, and it is difficult to distinguish 
some of the old work from the new, especiaUy in the elbows. 
The older parts, which appear to date from the end of the 
fifteenth century, have been retooled or at least cleaned up, 
and careful examination points to the conclusion that five 
of the staUs are modern, i.e. two on the north side and three 
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on the south. The misericord carvings are large and in 
unusuahy high reUef, the side or wing subjects being smaU. 
The ledges are simply moulded and are sexfoU in plan as 
would be expected at the date suggested. The subjects 
represented are of the usual mixed character and from various 
sources, and are arranged haphazard ; from the preponder-
ating number of animals it is likely that the craftsman had 
access to iUuminated MSS., i.e. bestiaries or romances in 
which animal episodes occur, and borrowed detaUs from the 
miniatures and adapted them tohispurpose. The composition 
of the various scenes under the ledges is as a rule governed 
by exigencies of space and is subject to much manipulation. 

Commencing on the north side and passing from east 
to west the subjects on the misericords are : 

1. A savage or wild man of the woods, naked and on his 
knees, holding a knotted branch. Right and left: Fohage. 

The posture of the savage man here is due to the need , 
of fitting him into the space avaUable. He is rather a scarce 
subject in Kent, but may be seen in Canterbury cloisters. 
He is found freely in other parts of the country on miseri-
cords, especiaUy in fifteenth century carving in the eastern 
counties, generaUy as a hahy man or clothed in sheepskins. 
As an opportunity of giving his story wUl occur when dealing 
with the misericords on the south side, further consideration 
is deferred for the present. 

2. A man's head with cap from under which his curly 
hah projects. Right and left: Fohage. 

3. A jovial-looking individual in close-fitting cap with 
scaUoped edge playing a bagpipe. His attitude is very 
awkward and cramped owing to the confined space. The 
bag is under his left arm with the chanter on which he plays 
connected to it, but no mouthpiece for inflation can be seen. 
Behind him on his right are his foot and the end of a drone. 
Right and left: conventional flower. (PI. I, fig. 1.) 

The bagpipe is weU represented in ecclesiastical carving, 
especiaUy in woodwork. Many examples are satirical in 
character, the player being a pig or ape. 

4. A half-length figure of a man holding a smaU loaf or 
cake and fUled cup. This is probably Ehjah holding the Httle 
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cake and the water given him by the widow woman.1 Right 
and left: Fohage. This misericord appears to be modern. 

5. A half-length figure of an angel holding out a flaming 
sword. Right and left: Conventional bunch of grapes. 
This misericord also we take to be modern. It is a bibhcal 
subject hke the last, representing the angel with the flaming 
sword at the gate of the Garden of Eden. A good miniature 
may be seen in MS. 20729 (BM.), a Dutch manual of prayers 
of the fifteenth century. The expulsion scene is carved on 
the twelfth century font at East Meon (Hants), at Lincoln 
Cathedral of simUar date, and on misericords at Worcester 
and Ely Cathedrals. 

6. An ape chained to a block holding out a flask 
reversed. Right and left: Conventional flower. (PI. I, fig. 2.) 

This is a fahly common subject. Apes were popular 
as pets, mainly for theh powers of imitation. The ape here 
poses as a doctor and holds out a medical flask. There are 
examples on misericords at Boston, Sneinton, Beverley 
Minster, Stratford-on-Avon, and Henry VII's Chapel ; and 
in stone sculpture at Tring. 

7. A man's head under a cap, composed of three faces 
conjoined in such a way that whUe there are three mouths, 
three noses, and three beards, there are only four eyes, 
and yet each face has aU features. Right and left: Con-
ventional flowers. (PI. I, fig. 3.) 

This is a scarce device in carving, but hght is thrown 
upon it by reference to iUurninated MSS. In one, a bestiary 
of the thhteenth century in the Westminster Chapter Library, 
it represents the head of a giant. (PI. II.) He there appears 
associated with the pigmy in a group of thirteen so-caUed 
human prodigies or monstrosities, of which four are iUus-
trated in this miniature and nine in another. SimUar and 
other strange creatures occur in MS. Harl. 2799 (BM) of 
the twelfth century, and in MS. Bodl. 602 at Oxford. They 
consist of what we should caU " freaks," and we learn about 
them from the texts, which were insphed by the chapter 
" De Portentis " in the seventh book of the great work 

1 The subject appears in greater detail on a misericord in Wells 
Cathedral. 

s 
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entitled " De Universo" of Rabanus Maurus who was 
Archbishop of Maintz (? 786-856). They were strictly called 
" portenta," because such freaks were held to foreteU future 
events. Rabanus, a great theologian and commentator, 
copied largely from Isidore's Etymology and added his own 
interpretations. Isidore's information came from classical 
authors. The texts teU us that the giants are the Macrobn or 
long-hved people, inhabitants of India and twelve feet 
high. This is a mistake, for Isidore says the Macrobii are 
eight feet, foUowing Pliny who gives theh height as five 
cubits and two palms. The pigmies are stated to be one 
cubit high. In the Westminster bestiary the giant has only 
one arm and points to the pigmy, who is perched on fohage. 
There is no reference in the text to the giant having only 
one arm and a triple face, but Rabanus describes next after 
the pigmy Geryon the man with three bodies who was slain 
by Hercules, so the artist may have got the idea of the triple 
face from him. 

Giants are mentioned and iUustrated in Alexander's 
Romance. In MS. Harl. 4979 (BM) Alexander on horseback 
at the head of his knights fights a party of " gens qui estoient 
grans comme jaians " in a forest. The Cyclopes are also 
treated as giants. They appear as " Clyopes que sont de 
grant corsage comme jaiant et ont grosse vois et j oeil ou 
front," and are variously drawn, but with one large eye in 
the middle of the forehead. 

The other two monstrosities in the same miniature are the 
Sciapod, and the Brachmani (Brahmins) who hved in caves.1 

1 The sciapod or " shadowfoot " is a very remarkable prodigy- and 
rare in carving. The only recorded example in this country is on a fifteenth 
century bench-end in Dennington Church (Suffolk), but he occurs on 
stone work at Souvigny, Sens Cathedral, and Parize-le-Chatel, in France, 
and on the Mappa Mundi in Hereford Cathedral. The Sciapod is strictly 
a member of the Monoeoli or one-legged race and can be traced back to 
Ctesias. He was supposed to be an inhabitant of Ethiopia, the traditional 
land of marvels, and though possessed of only one leg to be able to move 
with marvellous swiftness. His name of " shadowfoot " came from his 
having such an enormous foot that when he lay down he could use it as 
an umbrella to keep off the sun. The carver at Dennington has made a 
mistake in giving him two feet, probably through not understanding the 
subject. 

The Brahmins appear with the sciapod at Dennington, being tucked 
under his arm as it were in their cave ; there is no doubt that the carver 
was worldng from a miniature. They were supposed to be naked like wild 
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Rabanus teaches fuUy the general signification of such 
prodigies, although there is not always a specific interpreta-
tion for each one; but the MSS. do say that giants being 
larger than the usual size of men are a type of proud men 
such as Saul, who was taUer by a shoulder and more than aU 
his people. HumUity on the other hand is shown by David 
the pigmy, as he was the least of all the brethren. He 
quotes Varro that " portenta " are those creatures which 
appear to have been born contrary to nature, but as theo-
logian he lays down the law that they are not unnatural 
" because they came into existence by the divine wiU, since 
the wUl of the Creator is the very essence of everything that 
is created." We can, therefore, readily understand how such 
strange figures came to be eUgible for carving in churches. 

So far we have tried to trace one source whence the 
device of the triple face may have sprung and its meaning. 
There is, however, evidence that it came to be used later in 
a different sense. In the fifteenth century there was a great 
vogue for representations of the Trinity and they are very 
numerous. It seems that almost any device which displayed 
threefold features was deemed suitable and was seized upon 
to symboUze that doctrine. The common triangular form 
as seen on a bench-end at Badlesmere in this county is a 
case in point. The triple face, much more rare, is another. 
M. Didron in his Christian Iconography1 discusses the device 
and points out that it was not only used to represent the 
Divine Trinity, but also Satan as a kind of Trinity of evil. 
He gives examples from French Uluminated MSS. 

beasts and Pliny calls them Troglodytae. In the Westminster MS. they 
are clothed and look quite respectable, but in the Romance of Alexander 
they are usually naked. When Alexander approached with his army 
they sent him a nice little letter saying that they possessed nothing worth 
his attacking them for, and he was so much touched that he let them 
alone. 

The monstrosities shown on the other miniature of the Westminster 
MS. are : Man with thumb and six fingers ; man with monstrous distorted 
face ; man with four legs and feet; man with three arms and hands ; man 
with one large and one small hand ; man who moves on all fours ; man 
with one eye in his forehead; man with head on his breast; and a 
hermaphrodite, with the right breast of a man and the left of a woman. 
The male half holds a sword and the female half shears. 

1 Bohn's Library, Vol. II , p. 22. 
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M. Didron also suggests another source for the device, 
namely the classical Janus Bifrons, who appears in medieval 
calendars, representing the month of January, which was 
named after him. He is seated at a table feasting, as may be 
seen on the lead font at Brookland. Didron says that in 
addition to his two faces which symbolized the old year 
passing and the new year at hand " certain Christian artists " 
inserted another in between to indicate the present time, 
and he Ulustrates this from a French MS. of the fourteenth 
century. 

Search for the device in iUuminated MSS. here has not 
produced much. In the fifteenth century Dutch Manual of 
Prayers before mentioned the triple face occurs twice, the first 
picture being definitely a Trinity. (PI. III,fig. 1.) It is a half-
length man's figure in tunic and mantle in rays, his hands 
resting on the two upper circles which form part of the com-
mon triangular Trinity device. The figure shows the three 
mouths, three noses, and three beards, but only four eyes, 
as at Faversham. In three other MSS. in the British Museum, 
viz. a French fifteenth century Book of Hours (MS. 29433), a 
fifteenth century Latin Hymnal (MS. 30014), and in an 
initial letter in MS. 29902 are three complete faces conjoined. 
None of these figures is crowned. 

The triple face is rare in carving. There is one other 
instance upon a misericord in Cartmel Priory church. (PI. I l l , 
fig. 2.) I t is weU executed; the head is bearded in conventional 
curls and has three mouths and three noses as at Faversham, 
but only two eyes, the two others at the sides being omitted 
apparently to make room for two sprays of fohage which 
issue from the side mouths. This head has an elaborate 
crown. There is a double face of this class in the cloisters 
at Canterbury, and another of fifteenth century date, with 
three eyes, on the vaulting of the north aisle of the Cathedral. 
These are Ulustrated among Mr. C. J. P. Cave's photographs 
of the bosses.1 

I t seems then that the triple face device appears at a 
fairly early date, but was sparingly used, first for the giant 

1 Friends of Canterbury Cathedral, Papers, No. 4, and Annual 
Report, January 1938. 
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FIG. I. FAVERSHAM. CAMEL. G.C.D. 
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and then for the Trinity. Whether the carvers of misericords 
paid much regard to the origin or meaning of such subjects 
is very doubtful. They were attracted to them as supplying 
decorative material. 

8. A half-length figure of an angel bearing a shield 
charged with a pah of leopards and a pah of horned sheep. 
Right and left: Double rosette. We are unable to find 
any connexion between this device and Faversham Abbey. 

South Side—East to West. 

The misericords show: 
1. A camel crouching. Its head and face are badly 

formed, but the principal feature is its enormous hump 
covered with hah arranged in conventional curls. Its feet 
do not appear to be uniform. Right and left: Conventional 
bunches of grapes. (PL IV, fig. 1.) 

Camels occur fahly frequently in churches, often as 
poppy heads. In most cases the head is broken off. A good 
example with two humps may be seen on a misericord at 
Boston carved on the flat of the board, others at Stratford-
on-Avon (two humps), Manchester Cathedral (with rider 
fighting a man on a horse), and Beverley Minster (one hump); 
and on poppy heads or bench-ends at Eynesbury and Stow-
langtoft (two humps), Isleham (one hump), Swaffham 
Bulbeck (two humps), Ufford (one hump), and on a boss at 
Queen Camel with two humps. 

There is every reason why the camel should appear 
in church, as it is Ulustrated and treated of very fully in the 
Latin bestiaries, and a notable lesson is attached to it. The 
information given came from classical sources and describes 
in great detail the appearance and habits of camels, par-
ticularly the structure of theh feet which never become sore, 
as we are told they are provided " with elastic pads of flesh 
which rise and faU like lungs." 

The camel was a type of Christ. As it knelt down to 
receive its load, so did Christ humble himself to take upon 
him the sins of the world ; and many passages from Scripture 
are brought into play. 
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There are good pictures of camels in the bestiaries, 
some with one hump, others with two. They are shown 
fouling the water with theh feet, as they are said to prefer 
dirty water to clean for drinking.1 (PL V, fig. 1.) 

2. A fox running away with a goose ; two other geese 
below. Right and left: Conventional fohage. (PL IV, fig. 2.) 

This is one of the numerous episodes in which the 
fox appears as the arch-deceiver and plunderer of bhds. 
I t is a common subject in architecture. Its story is given 
in picturesque form in the bestiary, and tells us that when 
the fox is hungry it goes to a place where there are bhds and 
there rolls itself in red earth so as to appear nice and tasty 
and bloody. I t then lies down as if dead with its tongue 
hanging out. The bhds are tempted and come down; 
they peck its body and tongue and find it soft and juicy, 
whereupon the fox suddenly springs up and catches them. 
This story is well illustrated in the bestiaries notably in MS. 61 
St. John's College, Oxford, and MS. 12Fxiii (B.M.). Itteaches 
the lesson of that other arch-deceiver the Devil, who is always 
plotting to destroy mankind. In the texts passages relating 
to the fox in the Bible are quoted. (PL V, fig. 2.) 

Examples of this scene appear on the twelfth century 
doorway at Alne (Yorks) and on misericords at Chester 
Cathedral and Nantwich. The fox dressed as a cleric 
preaching from a pulpit to a group of bhds or to people is 
another form and may be seen in the stalls at Christchurch 
Priory and S. Sernin Toulouse. 

3. A winged and horned demon carrying off a fully -
clothed man who is suspended in looped drapery held in the 
demon's teeth. The subject appears to show a man who has 
committed some deadly sin such as avarice, and who is being 
carried off by a demon to heU. His hands are raised, clasping 
his head, and his mouth is open as if in great distress. Right 
and left: Double rosette. 

This misericord appears to be modern. 
4. A horse dropped on its knees. Right and left: 

FoUage. This may also be modern. 
1 MS. 12 F. xiii (B.M.). 
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Horses occur in varied ehcumstances in MSS. and 
carving. There is one with reins as a poppy-head at 
Eynesbury, which looks as if it may be fording a stream, 
and another at Stowlangtoft. 

5. A fox standing on a vine branch, gazing at two 
bunches of grapes. Right and left: Conventional flowers. 

This also appears to be modern and presumably relates 
to the fable of the fox and grapes. 

6. A naked bearded man thrusting a spear into the 
body of a griffin. He grasps his spear with both hands and 
has a very large shield interposed between him and the griffin. 
This shield consists of a framework covered with hides and 
has a large boss. Right and left: Conventional flowers. 
(PL IV, fig. 3.) 

The scene represents the savage man or wUd man of the 
woods fighting with a griffin, one of the numerous wild beasts 
which are named in his legend as his enemies. Apart from 
his identity and early history he has his own story which 
we get in a French prose bestiary of about 1300 in date in 
the Arsenal Library, Paris.1 In the miniature which accom-
panies it he has a horn upon his forehead and is clothed in 
a lion's skin. He is fighting with a centaur, whom he pierces 
with a spear, and who shoots an arrow at him, and is con-
sequently caUed " Sagittarius." Over the miniature is the 
title: " Del sagittahe et del salvage home." (PL VI, fig. 1.) 

From this MS. we learn that in a desert part of India 
there is a race of savage men who have a horn upon theh 
forehead. They and the centaurs are continually at war. 
These savage men five in the trees on account of the wUd 
animals of which there is " a great plenty about them : 
serpents and dragons and griffins and bears and Uons, and 
other kinds of vermin." The savage man is quite naked 
unless he has fought with a lion and killed it, and has clothed 
himself with the skin of the Hon. 

The episode of the savage man fighting with Sagittarius 
symboUzes the Christian man, that is to say his body is 
denoted by the centaur and his soul by the savage man. 

1 MS. 3516. 
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They are always at war one with the other. The lesson is 
worked out at great length and although the centaur appears 
in it, the hon is an important factor. The man who hves 
in sin is appealed to to repent and mend his ways, when by 
divine grace he, like the savage man, will be strong enough to 
overcome his enemies. 

The savage man fighting with the centaur occurs on the 
twelfth century font at West Rounton and the Norman 
doorwayat Bishops WUton,both in Yorkshhe. (PL VI, fig. 2.) 

This story is given in no other bestiary that we are 
acquainted with, but must have been adapted in some measure 
from an earher version as " Physiologus " is quoted. The 
details suggest that the savage man was derived from 
accounts of wUd men in classical authors such as Pliny. 
He speaks of " sUvestres homines " in a country situate in 
a certain great vaUey of the Himalayas with feet turned 
backwards and of wonderful swiftness. They wander 
about with the wild beasts. Also in the same chapter of a 
nation caUed the Choromandae which dweU in the woods 
and have no proper voice, but screech horribly. Theh 
bodies are hahy and theh teeth those of a dog. As this 
follows immediately after an account of the Satyr which 
he caUs an animal it must refer to the Cynocephali or baboons. 
This ape is described and iUustrated in the Latin bestiaries 
and is carved on the stalls at Ufford (Suffolk). 

The ape Satyrus is fuUy described by Pliny, Solinus and 
Aelian and is drawn in the bestiary as a classical Satyr. 
The name " Simia Satyrus " has been appUed by naturalists 
to the Orang-utan. This creature is only found in Borneo 
and Sumatra, a long way off, but it is possible that reports 
or tales about it may have reached Pliny ; on the other hand 
the great apes of Western Africa such as the gorilla and 
chimpanzee would be better known and hearsay descriptions 
of them current even if vague. Pliny says the Satyrus 
moves sometimes on four feet and sometimes walks upright, 
and that it has the features of a human being. The question 
of identification cannot weU be carried farther. Later we 
have Jerome's opinion that " sUvestres homines " were held 
to be a kind of faun. The description in MandeviUe is clearly 
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taken from classical sources and is based on the satyr or faun. 
" In that desert (of India) there be many wUd men that be 
hideous to look upon, for they be horned and speak nought, 
but they grunt as pigs.'' There are two remarkable examples 
of the Satyrus in church carving, one in a panel in the staUs in 
Lincoln Cathedral, where it has fine curled horns (PL VIII, 
fig. 1); the other on a misericord at Chichester Cathedral with 
bearded human face and hands, but goat's feet and taU. This 
is clearly modeUed on the satyr. Other great apes are carved 
on misericords at Winchester Cathedral (PL VIII, fig. 2) 
and the church of St. Marcel near Argenton-sur-Creuze ; and 
there is a charming example on the hood moulding of a 
window at Romagny in Normandy where it is on all fours. 

Despite this association in form with the satyr it is 
certain that the " homo sUvestris" did not follow the 
satyr, when the latter became a demon in ecclesiastical art.1 

In both MSS. and carving he bears no resemblance to a 
demon, but remains a man. In the story he is used to 
champion the sphitual nature of man and is enthely the 
opposite of a dissolute creature hke the satyr. He fights too 
with many different animals and when he has kUled a Uon 
he wears its skin. We are here certainly brought into 
contact with the exploits of Hercules. 

The author of the story must have had Hercules in mind, 
and endowed the savage man with his virtues, for Hercules 
was regarded by the Greeks as a hero and type of manly 
endurance. I t happens that in the crypt at Canterbury 
there is a twelfth century capital which is clearly modeUed 
on the exploit of Hercules and the Nemean hon in classical 
art. A naked man is fighting with a hon, but instead of 
Hercules' club the carver has given the savage man a taU, 
which incidentaUy has the advantage of balancing the taU 
of the hon.2 (PL VII, fig. 1.) 

1 A demon modelled on the satyr may be seen on a bench-end at 
Charlton Mackrel, Somerset. 

8 The same subject appears in one of the quatrefoils on the exterior 
of the Portail des Libraires at Rouen Cathedral. A man clothed in a 
hon's skin is piercing a hon with a spear. This carving must be based on 
a. classical original and is I believe described as Hercules, but it conceivably 
illustrates the story of the savage man. I t is the same date as the miniature 
in the Paris MS., early fourteenth century. 

6A 
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Savage or wUd men appear in iUuminated MSS., a 
notable one being in MS. Roy. 2Bvii (B.M.) of early fourteenth 
century date. He is drawn as a naked hairy man and is 
worried by three dogs. A good carving of this type occurs 
on an elbow in AU Saints Church, Hereford. (PL VII, fig. 2.) 
In miniatures in Alexander's Romance he appears as a big 
hahy man, and is burnt for being a person of no under-
standing and behaving hke a beast. 

In the fourteenth century a change took place in the 
appearance and estimation of the savage man. He becomes 
more or less standardized and blossoms out into great pro-
minence under his English name of " wodewose." Instead 
of being naked he is clothed in sheepskins, and generaUy 
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MS. Roy. 2Bvii, (B.M.). WILD MAN AND DOGS. 

bears a club or knotted branch. He is stiU associated with 
animals. We do not know exactly what was the cause of 
this change, but it is probable that it was due to his being 
adopted as a royal device, and thus acquiring a popularity 
in the same way that the antelope of the bestiary did when it 
was converted into the heraldic antelope as a royal device. 

Wodewoses are mentioned in the wardrobe accounts 
of Edward I I I in 1348 as having been used by him as an orna-
ment. " For making three harnesses for the king, two 
of which were of white velvet worked with blue garters 
and diapered throughout with wodewoses, and the thhd of 
cerulean velvet with lapkin cuissages and hose worked with 
garters." And " For making vizards, twelve of which were 
men's heads having above them a hon's head, twelve of men's 
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heads surmounted by elephants' heads, twelve of men's 
heads with bats' wings, twelve of heads of woodwoses, seven-
teen of virgin's heads . . . for the king's plays at Otford 
at Christmas (1348)." 

The savage man also became popular in heraldry as 
a supporter for armorial shields, and we find him too at the 
feet of effigies, as on the tomb of Sh Robert Whitingham 
at Albury (Herts), who was kUled at the battle of Tewkes-
bury in 1471. Examples of this later type as wodewose 
are very numerous on fonts, corbels, misericords, and benches 
of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Although usuaUy 
associated with or fighting animals, he appears in a variety 
of ehcumstances. At Carhsle he rends a dragon's mouth 
with both hands ; at Lincoln and Boston he fights a hon or 
griffin and also is astride a chained lion ; at Chester two are 
astride hons ; at Norwich he has two lions in leash ; in 
Henry VII's chapel Westminster, he has a bear; at Ripon 
he stands in a wood knocking down acorns. These are on 
misericords. At Burwell (Cambs) on the wood cornice of 
the south aisle he leads an antelope by a rope. At Tring 
on a stone corbel his body is partly wreathed and he has a 
club. In the fifteenth century churches of the eastern 
counties he appears in one spandril of a doorway facing a 
dragon or lion in the other, as at Badingham, Parham, 
Yaxley, Swefling and Cratfield. In the same districts savage 
men alternating with lions serve as supporters to the stems 
of octagonal fonts, as at Framlingham, Wymondham, 
Orford, Saxmundham, and Halesworth. On the last he is 
bearded and wreathed, and holds a club and smaU buckler. 

These particulars are given because we have one of these 
fonts in our county, at Staple. We do not know how it 
got there, but it must have been imported from Suffolk or 
be a copy. I t has upon the stem the same four hairy men 
with club or branch, and four hons ; and in the panels of the 
bowl the evangeUstic symbols, Trinity, a saint with staff, 
book, and scrip,1 and angels holding shields on one of which 
are the emblems of the Passion. Savage men also appear 
on bosses in the cloisters at Canterbury. 

1 The Church is dedicated to Saint James. 
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7. A beast with heavy mane extending along its back 
from head to taU. I t is licking its paw. Right and left : 
Fohage. (PL IX, fig. 2.) 

From the appearance of this creature and the fact 
that it is licking its foot it is fahly certain that it is a wolf, 
and that it is a detail taken out of a miniature which ulus-
trates the wolf approaching a sheepfold. From its story 
we know that it licks its feet so that its footsteps may make 
no sound; and if it should tread upon a twig and make a 
sound it punishes its foot by a sharp bite. This latter 
feature is Ulustrated in MS. Sloane 3544, a Latin MS. of early 
fourteenth century date (B.M.). (PL X, fig. 1.) A hairy 
wolf faces a sheepfold with three horned sheep in it, in the 
door of which a dog stands with bared teeth. I t barks at 
the wolf, and outside the panel a shepherd stands blowing a 
horn. The wolf's right fore foot is raised and it is biting its 
paw from which blood drips. In MS. 1444 (Fr.) in the Bibl. 
Nat., Paris, it stands before the fold licking its paw. A 
corrected transcription of the Sloane MS. runs : " E t si 
ramus aut aliquid tangendo sub ejus pede sonaverit ipsum 
pedem castigat morsu aspero." Albertus Magnus, Bishop of 
Ratisbon, an influential writer of the thhteenth century 
gives the variant: " Vadens lupus per frondes lambit et 
lubricos facit pedes, ne incessus audiatur."1 

The story of the wolf is very long and presents many 
curious features, which cannot be dealt with here, and much 
symboUsm is founded on them. The principal episode 
of the wolf approaching the sheepfold is turned to good if 
simple account. I t is the Devil, who never relaxes in his 
hatred of the human race and prowls round the churches 
of the faithful in order to ruin and destroy theh souls. 

The wolf is a difficult animal to identify in carving 
unless hke the hyena there is some accessory feature to guide 
us. It is possible that the misericord at Faversham provides 
a clue to a carving on one of the twelfth century capitals in 
the crypt at Canterbury Cathedral. This shows a hairy 
beast standing with its head bent down apparently biting 
or licking its foot which may be resting on a smaU branch 

1 De animalibus, Lib. XXII, Tract ii. 
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or twig. It is difficult to be sure. I t is quite possible that 
the carver of the Faversham misericords may have studied 
the earher animal subjects at Canterbury and gained ideas 
from them. (PL IX, fig. 1.) 

8. A half-figure of an angel bearing a shield charged 
with a pah of leopards or hons and a pah of horned sheep, 
as No. 8 on the north side. Right and left: Demon face. 

I t will be noticed how the carver of these misericords 
has treated the hah on the figures in conventional twists. 
They are all alike : the giants beard, savage man's hah and 
beard, camel's hump, wolf's mane and fox's taU. He evidently 
had that style of hah in his mind. 

THE ELBOWS. 

The subjects carved on the elbows of the staUs are of 
the usual mixed land, and in many cases do not call for 
detaUed description. Some of the figures cannot be identified 
and they are not all original. 

North Side—East to West. 
1. Winged dragon. The dragon as a decorative 

item is universal. There are at least twenty-five different 
serpents, lizards, and other creatures in the bestiaries drawn 
as dragons, mostly winged, and they cannot be identified in 
carving unless there is some special feature such as the cock's 
head on the basUisk or the second head upon the taU of the 
amphisbaena. 

2. Hooded human face. 
3. Two human faces under one hat. 
4. Animal with head raised. 
5. Hooded face. 
6. Bhd with animal head. 
7. Fish syren. 
This is the form which occurs most frequently and is 

generaUy termed " mermaid." I t came from a classical 
source, being derived from the female triton. In the gaUery 
of casts in the British Museum there is a mosaic pavement 
from a vUla at Hahcarnassus which shows Venus rising from 
the sea supported by a pah of mermaids who have curled 

6B 
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fish taUs. Venus holds a mhror in one hand and her tresses 
in the other. In the bestiaries and carvings the mermaid 
often holds a mhror and comb, a fish, or her locks. On the 
elbow at Faversham she is not holding anything and her 
arms are hanging down because the craftsman wanted his 
elbow to be round on the top. (PL XI, fig. 1.) 

The syren is Ulustrated in many MSS., and its story is 
given in the texts. I t is classed with the birds in consequence 
of its derivation in form from the syrens in the Homeric 
poem. These appear as semi-bhds in Greek art. Ovid 
describes them as having " feathers and the feet of bhds 
and faces of maidens."1 Pliny includes them with fabulous 
bhds and has but httle to say for them. 

The texts of the early Latin bestiaries, represented by 
MS. 10074 of the tenth century at Brussels, commence with 
a quotation from Isaiah taken from the Septuagint version.2 

Isaiah the prophet says : " Syrens and demons shaU dance 
in Babylon and hedgehogs and onocentaurs shall dweU in 
theh houses," and then proceeds to describe the syrens 
as death-deaUng animals having the head down to the waist 
in the form of a woman and the lower parts to the feet as 
bhds. And they sing such a sweetly melodious song that 
they seduce the ears of the saUors saihng a long way off 
and draw them to them and luU them to sleep, when they 
faU upon them and kill them. This symbohzed men who 
are deceived by the riches and illicit pleasures of the world, 
and so become weak and a prey to theh enemies. 

In the miniature accompanying this account the three 
syrens are drawn in semi-bhd form. Two are tearing an 
unfortunate saUor to pieces whUe the thhd plays a musical 
instrument. 

The discrepancy between the syrens of the desert and 
those of the sea wiU be noticed. Jerome in his Commentary 
on Isaiah8 says that by the " Syrenae " may be understood 
demons or monsters or even great dragons which are crested 
and fly. By aU these creatures the signs of devastation and 

1 Met., V, 562. 
» Is. XIII , 21-22 ; XXXIV, 11-14. 
8 Lib V. ch. xiv. 
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soUtude are indicated. Perhaps he had in mind certain 
serpents caUed " Syrenae," said to exist in Arabia. They 
are Ulustrated in the Latin bestiaries with wings and horns. 
The later commentators such as Isidore and Rabanus gave 
no credit to any syrens other than those of the sea with which 
they were familiar in classical art, and the bestiary writers 
foUowed them. 

There are pictures of bhd syrens in the bestiaries. 
In MS. Bodl. 602 there are three, one of which has webbed 
feet and holds up her hands ; the other two play pipes and 
harp. In MS. Douce 88 (Bodl.) there is a picture of four 
men in a boat; one is rowing and two others point to three 
syrens of bhd form floating on the water. These hold out 
theh hands and are evidently singing. Sometimes they are 
aggressive ; in MS. 1444 (Fr.) Bibl. Nat., Paris, the syren 
raises her pipe or horn as if to strike the ship ; in the Bestiahe 
d'Amour she hits the saUor on the head with her horn. 

Carving of bird syrens are very scarce, but there is one 
with large bhd wings and feet on a boss in the chancel of 
Queen Camel church (Somerset). She holds a mhror in one 
hand and her tresses in the other. 

The syren in fish form is very common in MSS. She 
may hold a fish or two fish, but more frequently a mhror 
and comb. In MS. Harl. 4751 (B.M.) she is placed above the 
ship and holds its prow and a fish. The mast and saU have 
faUen overboard and the vessel appears to be sinking. One 
sailor is steering and another is standing, stopping up his ears. 
In MS. Sloane 278 (B.M.) the ship has neither mast nor sail. 
There are three saUors one of whom holds his hand to his ear, 
while another is being dragged overboard by the hah by the 
syren. There is a charming httle picture with fuU detaUs in 
the thhteenth century bestiary in the Chapter Library at 
Canterbury. (PL X, fig. 2). In a few MSS. the syrens are 
mixed. In Roy. MS. 2Bvn (B.M.) in one scene there are two 
syrens, one in bhd form holding up her hands, the other 
in fish form holding a mhror. In the other scene the syrens 
bend over the ship's side and seize the sleeping saUors. 

In ohuroh architecture the syren is nearly always in 
fish form, and seems to have ousted the bhd form. An 
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early example occurs on a capital of the eleventh century 
in the chapel at Durham Castle. It is rudely incised and 
shows her holding up her hands. The same may be seen 
on the twelfth century tympanum at Stow Longa (Hunts), 
and abroad on the west doorway at Loches. This is the 
singing syren. At Barfreston she holds a fish, at Nately and 
at the church of St. Michel d'Aiguilhe, Le Puy, her tresses. 

Examples in woodwork are so many that it is difficult 
which to select for notice. Most carvers were satisfied with 
representing the syren alone, but there is one instance of 
the ship being included. This is on a misericord at Boston. 
(PL XI, fig. 2.) I t is a simple boat in which are two sailors, 
both apparently asleep, although one holds an oar. The 
syren is playing a pipe. In Exeter Cathedral there are 
three syrens on the thhteenth century misericords ; in one 
case a pah symmetricauy composed are beating a tabor over 
a mask-like head. At Gloucester Cathedral on a fourteenth 
century misericord there is a fine syren supporting a fish 
with either hand ; but the mhror and comb is stiU most 
frequently seen. 

In some cases the bhd and fish forms are combined. 
In the twelfth century French bestiary of Philip de Thaun 
the syren is described as having the form of a woman down 
to the waist, the feet of a falcon, and the tail of a fish ; and 
in this version syrens are used to symbohze the riches of the 
world and the evils which arise out of them. There are 
iUustrations of this triple form in the MSS. In MS. Kk. 4-25 
in the University Library, Cambridge, one of the three 
syrens has bhds' wings and feet and a fish taU. In MS. 
Douce 88 she has large bhd's wings and claws, but the lower 
body and tail rather resemble a fish. In MS. Harl. 3244 
(BM) and other MSS., although in fish form she has wings. 
In the French prose bestiary in the Arsenal Library, Paris, 
three kinds of syrens are mentioned, of whom two are part 
fish in the water and the other part bhd flying, and they 
aU sing " les unes en buisines et les autres en harpes et les 
autres en droite vois." The picture accords with this. The 
morahst winds up sententiously with " hke the wings of 
the syren is the love of woman which goes and comes quickly." 
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In architecture the triple form is difficult to find, but 
there are examples on misericords in Carhsle Cathedral and 
Hereford AU Saints' church. The CarUsle syren is very 
good. She has a bird's feathered body and feet and fish 
taU, and holds a mhror in left and no doubt had a comb 
in her right, but this hand is missing. At Hereford there is 
a pair with simUar features. And there are other variants. 

8. A maned hon. 
9. A horned sheep. 

North Side. 
Lower Elbows ; front row. 
East : Winged antelope with scroll. 
West: Angel with scroU. 
Lower Elbows ; back row. 
East : (?) Antelope with horns lost. 
West: Winged hon. 
Poppy heads; front. 
East : Three animals hke apes, one eating. They may 

be quarrelling. They are badly formed, and doubtfully old. 
West: Two simUar animals, one of which holds a dead 

bhd by its neck. The bhd is displayed spread-eagle fashion. 
Poppy heads; back. 
East : Fohage. 
West: Pah of bhds with long beaks. 

South Side. Elbows. 
East to West: 
1. Hooded human face. 
2. Smooth beaked animal. 
3. Muzzled dog or bear. The latter is a fahly common 

subject, and may be seen on a twelfth century cap at Bere 
Regis (Dorset) and as an elbow in St. George's Chapel. 

4. Bearded antelope. 
5. Beast with webbed feet. 
6. Bhd. 
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7. Smooth animal. 
8. Winged dragon. 
9. Hooded face. 

South Side. Lower Elbows. Front. 
East : The carver of these elbows seems to have had a 

predilection for animals of the antelope type, but they are 
difficult to identify unless they have serrated horns. This in 
carving differentiates the antelope from the antlered stag. 
The two may be seen near together in Eynesbury church 
(Hunts) as poppy heads. At Faversham the front lower elbow 
at the east end of the south staUs shows a bearded animal with 
curved horns, but they are corrugated rather than serrated, 
and so large and curved that we are inclined to think it is 
meant for an Ibex. (PL XII, fig. 1.) There is good reason 
for this, as the Ibex is treated of and Ulustrated in the 
Latin bestiaries independently of the antelope and goat. 
I t is described as having such strong horns, that if it is flung 
down from the top of a mountain to the bottom the whole of 
its body is supported on its horns unhurt. 

The Ibex signified learned men who by the harmony 
of the two testaments are wont to treat whatever opposition 
may be presented to them as it were by a sound and healthy 
treatment. And propped on these two horns they support 
the truths which they brought to hght by the witness of the 
Old Testament and the Gospel story. 

The pictures usually show the Ibex with head and horns 
downward, springing down a steep precipice. In MS. 
Harl. 4751 (BM) it has a mane, but the artist did not pay 
much regard to the form of its horns, giving it simple goat 
horns, although the argument is based on theh being so 
strong. (PL XIII, fig. 1.) 

West: A Griffin (PL XII, fig. 2) ; perhaps the most 
common of the animals in church architecture. There are 
examples in stone on the font at Darenth and the 
tympanum at Barfreston ; and in wood on a misericord in 
Herne church. Outside the county there are good specimens 
on the font at Risby (Suffolk); on misericords hi Limerick 
Cathedral and Ludlow; and on an elbow in the stalls at 
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Christchurch Priory. Being a fabulous compound of eagle 
and Uon there is no question of its being copied from nature. 
There were plenty of classical models. In the bestiaries and 
carving aUke it often appears alone, but in MS. Harl. 4751 it 
has seized a horse and in the Westminster bestiary a man. 
(PL XIII, fig. 2.) SimUarly in carving it has various 
creatures in its grasp, such as a sheep or bambino. The 
Latin texts supply a short description as foUows : 

" The griffin is so caUed because it is an animal with 
wings and four feet. This kind is produced in the mountains 
of the north. In every part of the body they are hons, but 
in wings and face like eagles. They are violently antagonistic 
to horses and tear men to pieces alive." 

This evidently came from a classical source, being based 
on the accounts of the griffins of the north guarding theh 
gold and of the Arimaspi who went to steal it. There is a 
very full and interesting account given by AeUan in his work 
De naturis animalium1 which describes the griffins of India 
and the methods employed by the Indians to get the gold. 

There does not seem to be any moral lesson given 
in the Latin bestiaries, but one is supphed by Rabanus : 
"These animals, "he says, "we are able to use as a type of the 
savageness of those who persecute, and the haughtiness of 
proud men who are the enemies of those who foUow the 
simple life of Christians and hve according to good principles." 
A more striking interpretation is given in the French bestiary 
in the Arsenal Library, where the griffin is caUed a bhd. 
" They are by theh real nature so strong that they can eashy 
take up an ox ahve and fly away with it to theh young 
ones. This bhd is a type of the DevU ; the ox is the man 
who hves in mortal sin and who does not wish to reform. 
When death comes, then comes the griffin of the desert 
flying and seeks its food. And it takes the caitiff soul and 
flies back with it to the desert and throws it in front of its 
young ones, and they take it and drag it into the nest. But 
there the wretch beUows and shrieks like a buU for the shame 
•which he endures. The desert signifies heU from which 
the griffin comes flying ; the young bhds signify the devils 

1 Book IV, ch. 27. 
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which hve in the desert, that is, in the darkness of heU 
where the miserable soul is lodged in the hands of its 
enemies." 

The griffin is also caUed a bhd in Alexander's Romance. 
In a picture in MS. 19Di (B .M.) of the early fourteenth century 
Alexander and three others face three various beasts and a 
griffin flying overhead. After saying that the beasts had 
pig's heads and hon skins the text continues : " E t estoient 
en leur compaignie oisiaus que len apele egrefes. qui par 
grant meslee prenoient les chevahers et les occioient. Mais 
aUxandre confortoit ses gens qui estoient touz iors devant 
et se deffendoit merveiUeusement. et touz ceulz de lost 
thoient dars et darbalestres mult espessment. tant que en 
la fin. U les desconfirent miex. Nequedent la gent alexandre 
furent occis par nombres CO et viii." 

The griffin was largely used in heraldry and so appears 
in the cloisters at Canterbury. 

South Side. Lower Elbows, back. 
East: Eagle. 
West: Winged buU. 

Poppy heads. 
Front; East: Two ape-like animals as on the north 

side, one holding out a smaU object hke a bhd's egg, nut, or 
smaU fruit. 

Back: Conventional fohages. 
Front; West: Three simUar animals, apparently 

quarrelling. 
Back : Pah of bhds with long beaks. 
The two blocks (north and south) of staUs to the east 

of the main blocks do not appear to have any old work 
about them. 

Our thanks are due to Mr. Sydney WUson, the Society's 
local Secretary for Faversham, to Mr. G. G. Culmer, and to 
Dr. Kenneth Jones, F.S.A., for assistance given ; and to 
the Royal Archseological Institute for the loan of blocks. 
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